TERMINATION   OF  THE  MANDATE
nth, 1926, and signed by the Bang, January i^th, thus
contained in addition to Articles fulfilling the conditions laid
down by the League, the following Article:
At the time when the Treaty of October roth, 1922, would
have expired under the Protocol of April 3oth, 1923, and at
subsequent successive intervals of four years until the expiry
of the period of twenty-five years, or until the admission of
clraq into the League of Nations, His Britannic Majesty
undertakes that he will take into active consideration the
following two questions, namely:
 (1)	The question whether it is possible for him to press for
the admission of clraq into the League of Nations;
 (2)	If it is not possible, the question of the amendment, on
account of the progress made by the Kingdom of 'Iraq
or for any other reason, of the agreements referred to in
Article XVIII of the Treaty of October loth,  1922
(Article III).*
The Chamber of Deputies ratified the Treaty, January i8th,
1926, but not without protest from the Opposition who,
numbering nineteen and headed by Yasin Pasha, not only
refused to vote but withdrew in a body from the Chamber.3
The Treaty 0/1927
In the spring of 1927, examination of the two questions
contained in Article III, cited above, was begun by H.B.M.
Government. In a dispatch in the early summer of 1927,
minutely covering in its thirty-five pages the arguments for
and against the admission of 'Iraq to the League of Nations,
the High Commissioner seemed to favour the view that 'Iraq,
provided it gave certain guarantees, could be proposed for
membership in 1928. H.B.M. Government, however, con-
1	Treaty Series No. 10 (1926), Cmd. 2662.
2	Of the 88 deputies, 58 voted for the Treaty, 9, including 3 of the Opposition,
were absent, while 19 walked out. One seat was vacant and one was held by the
President who did not vote.
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